where RI, = pc/(&) is the wave impedance of the tone-(7) hole entrance, i.e., that of an acoustic tube of crosssectional area ab2 (p is air density and c is sound speed is the transmittance of the tonehole (also the same from either direction). The resulting scattering formulation
where RI, = pc/(&) is the wave impedance of the tone-(7) hole entrance, i.e., that of an acoustic tube of crosssectional area ab2 (p is air density and c is sound speed is the transmittance of the tonehole (also the same from either direction). The resulting scattering formulation is depicted in Fig. 2 . The notation "S" for reflectance is chosen because every reflectance is a Schur function (stable and not exceeding unit magnitude on the unit circle in the x plane). The approximate forms in (6) and (7) are obtained by neglecting the negative series inertance R, which serves to adjust the effective length of the bore, and which therefore can be implemented outside of the tonehole as derived below. The open and closed tonehole cases are obtained by substituting {R, = RE,R, = RZ} and { R, = RE, R, = R:}, respectively, from ( 2 ) .
In a manner analogous to converting the four-multiply Kelly-Lochbaum (KL) scattering junction into a o n e multiply form [7] we may pursue a "one-filter'' form of the waveguide tonehole model. However, the series inertance gives some initial trouble, since
instead of zero as in the KL junction. In the general scattering formulas for an N-way waveguide junction loaded by an arbitrary lumped impedance [8] , the reflectance seen on any branch is always the transmittance from that branch to any other branch minus 1. I.e., if a i denotes the transmittance from branch i to all other branches meeting at the junction, then 0% -1 is the reflectance seen on branch i. Substituting 
and, similarly,
The resulting tonehole implementation is shown in Fig. 3 . We call this the "shared reflectance" form of the tonehole junction.
In the same way, an alternate form is obtained from the substitution S = T -l + L which yields the "shared transmittance" form:
shown in Fig. 4 . Since L ( w ) M 0, it can be neglected to first order, and A(w) M 1, reducing both of the above forms to an a p proximate "one-filter" tonehole implementation.
Since Ra = -j R b W t a / C is a pure negative reactance, we have In this form, it is clear that A(w) is a first-order allpass filter with a single pole-zero pair near infinity. Unfortunately, the pole is in the right-half-plane and hence unstable. We cannot therefore implement it as shown in T is properly constrained to be stable because it is a passive transmittance. The unstable allpasses now o p erate only on the two incoming wave variables, and they can be implemented implicitly by slightly reducing the (interpolated) delay-lines leading to the junction from either side. The tonehole then requires only one filter
S / A or T / A .
We now see precisely how the negative series inertance R, provides a negative, frequency-dependent, length correction for the bore. From the preceding equation, the phase delay of A(w) is delays have to be "pulled out" of the allpass and used to shorten an adjacent interpolated delay line. Since the tonehole connects on either side to a section of bore, and since the digital waveguide model for a bore includes a delay line, adjacent delay lines for negative-delay absorption are normally available in practical modeling situ& tions.
Tonehole Filter Design
The tone-hole reflectance and transmittance must be converted to discretetime form for implementation in a digital waveguide model. 111111. Because the responses provided by Keefe were experimentally verified only for frequencies less than 5 kHz, the filter designs were weighted to produce best results below this limit.
The closed-hole filter design was carried out using weighted La equation-error minimization [9, p. 471,
i.e., by minimizing (1 W(ej")[A(ej")H(ej")-h(&")] 112,
where W is the weighting function, H(ej") is the desired frequency response, f-2 denotes discretetime radian frequency, and the designed filter response is k(ej") = B(ej")/A(ej"). Note that both phase and magnitude are matched by equation-error minimization, and this error criterion is used extensively in the field of system identification due to its ability to design optimal IIR filters via quadratic minimization. In the spirit of the wellknown Steiglitz-McBride algorithm, equation-error minimization can be iterated, setting the weighting function at iteration i + 1 to the inverse of the inherent weighting 4 of the previous iteration, i.e., Wi+l(ej") = l/Ai(ej">.
However, for this study, the weighting was used only to increase accuracy at low frequencies relative to high fie quencies. Weighted equation-error minimization is implemented in the Matlab function invfreqz0.
A LA(w)
Thus, the negative delay correction goes to zero with frequency k = w / c , series tonehole length t,, tonehole impedance Rb, or main bore admittance ro = l/Ro.
In practical digital waveguide modeling, it is common to combine all delay corrections into a single "tuning allpass filter" for the whole bore [9, lo]. Whenever the desired allpass delay goes negative, we simply add a sample of delay to the desired allpass phase-delay and subtract it from the nearest delay line. In other words, negative
The open-hole discrete-time filter was designed using Kopec's method [7] , [9, p. 461 in conjunction with weighted equation-error minimization. Kopec's method is based on linear prediction:
1. Given a desired complex frequepcy response IT(.@), compute an allpole model l/A(z) using linear prediction, i.e., by minimizing the L2 ratio error
Compute the error spectrum E 2 A H

Compute an allpole model l/k(z) for E-l(e3") by minimizing
The ratio error used in linear prediction causes the filter to fit the upper spectral envelope of the desired frequencyresponse. Since the first step of Kopec's method captures the upper spectral envelope, the "nulls" and "valleys" are largely "saved" for the next step which computes zeros. When computing the zeros, the spectral "dips" become "peaks," thereby receiving more weight under the L2 ratio-error norm. while the closed tonehole is close to non-reflecting.
The reasonably close match in both phase and magnitude by second-order filters indicates that there is in fact only one important tonehole resonance and/or antiresonance within the audio band, and that the measured frequency responses can be modeled with very high audio accuracy using only second-order filters.
Conclusions
A second-order digital reflectance/transmittance model was based on the experimentally confirmed acoustic model for the clarinet tonehole by Keefe. It was therefore
shown that precise models of tonehole acoustics can be incorporated into digital waveguide synthesis models of woodwind musical instruments for relatively little added computational cost. Linear tonehole acoustic features are handled very well by a second-order digital tonehole filter. However, nonlinear acoustic effects, such as vortex shedding and flow separation, are not addressed in this linear model, and provide subjects for further research.
